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Blackberry Crumble Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
Slave to the rich and the rude, cosmetic surgery receptionist
Serenity Holland longs for the day she's a high-flying tabloid
reporter. When she meets Jeremy Ritchie -- the hang-dog man
determined to be Britain's Most Eligible Bachelor by making
himself over from head to toe and everything in between --
Serenity knows she's got a story no editor could resist. With
London's biggest tabloid on board and her very own column
tracking Jeremy's progress from dud to dude, Serenity is
determined to be a success. But when Jeremy's surgery goes
drastically wrong and she's ordered to cover all the car-crash
goriness, Serenity must decide how far she really will go for her
dream job.
Murder, She Wrote: Highland Fling Murders New York : Dunellen
When a CIA case officer awakens after being subdued by drugs, she
does not know if she is a good guy or on the mercenary side of
wrong; as Steve Spaneas, a gym owner, and the woman learn to trust
each other, they discover the dangerous truth of her past.
Crime Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Katherine Spencer is an up-and-coming architect in New York City. Her
professional life is on the fast-track. Her personal life is a shambles.
Katherine compares every man she ever meets to Nick Bancroft, the
billionaire's son who broke her heart one summer long ago. Now, twelve
years later he's suddenly reappeared, asking her to design a house at the cove
where they shared their first kiss. Is he looking for an architect, or something
more? And should she forgive him?
The Mirror World of Melody Black Stackhouse Press
Explores why some neighbourhoods have more criminals, gang
activity, crime victims and fear of crime than other
neighbourhoods. The authors conclude that crime, victimization
and fear are all directly related to the amount of control the
neighbourhood exerts on the behaviour of its residents.
Fatal Embrace Independently Published
A drowned man. A missing teenager. A deadly secret.
When Emmy Leach discovers the body of a drug
addict, wrapped in a tent and submerged in the icy
waters of a Cumbrian tarn, she causes more than one
problem for investigating officer DCI Jude
Satterthwaite. Not only does the discovery revive
his first, unsolved, case, but the case reveals
Emmy's complicated past and opens old wounds on the
personal front, regarding Jude's relationship with
his colleague and former partner, Ashleigh
O'Halloran. As Jude and his team unpick an old
story, it becomes increasingly clear that Emmy is
in danger. What secrets are she and her
controlling, coercive husband hiding, from the

police and from each other? What connection does the
dead man have with a recently-busted network of drug
dealers? And, as the net closes in on the killer,
can Jude and Ashleigh solve a murder - and prevent
another? A traditional British detective novel set
in Cumbria

Anywhere But Here Diversion Books
Second in the USA-Today bestselling Leigh
Koslow Mystery Series! In this zoo, the most
dangerous species isn't behind bars… With her
fledgling advertising business a little short
on cash, copywriter Leigh Koslow decides that a
part-time job at the local zoo might be just
what she needs. Unfortunately, stumbling onto a
grisly crime scene behind the tiger run is not.
When she realizes that the victim was her new
boyfriend's ex, things look bad. But when the
police discover that she was also Leigh's high
school nemesis, things get worse. Getting out
of this jam will require more than a little
help from her friends, because if the law
doesn't put Leigh away -- the real killer well
might! "A witty tale peopled with very amusing
characters…Claire does a fine job in plotting
and the solution is bound to surprise you."
--Romantic Times "Edie Claire is a bright new
addition to the mystery world. Along with
appealing characters and a blessedly lucid
writing style, she delivers a solid plot that
keeps the pages turning. NEVER SORRY is ever
entertaining." --Margaret Maron "This is a
riveting, mind-blowing book with an ending that
will leave you in shock. This book is well
written, and the plot is perfect for any
mystery lover. The characters are well formed
and very easy to picture. Leigh comes across as
a caring, strong-willed amateur sleuth. I loved
this one, and with the cliffhanger Ms. Claire
leaves at the end, I can't wait for the next
Leigh Koslow book." --Mystery News "A
provocative puzzler with a real grabber of an
ending. You'll never look at a zoo the same way
again." --Selma Eichler Originally published in
mass market paperback by NAL/Penguin, Putnam,
Inc. in 1999.

Frozen in Crime Nathan Dylan Goodwin
At the request of his boss, Pendleton sets
out to woo runaway heiress Kit McClellan or
the entire family fortune will go to the
homeless pets of Louisville, but Kit is
determined that she will only marry for
love. Original.
No Cure for the Broken Hearted Five Star
Trade
From # 1 NYT Bestselling Author Barbara
Freethy comes an emotional and romantic
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contemporary novel about love, family and a
little bit of magic. Customers who like
books by Debbie Macomber, Nora Roberts, and
Robyn Carr might enjoy this story. A HEART
IS CALLED HOME... Famous photojournalist
Ryan Hunter has come back to a family torn
apart by mistrust and resentment -- to the
father who disowned him, to the brother who
betrayed him, to the little boy who shares
his features. Ryan, the charismatic "bad
boy" son, has returned -- stirring up past
conflicts like a whirlwind...and throwing
Kara Delaney's fragile, passionate heart
into turmoil. ...AND LOVE IS WAITING. Kara
has struggled back from a disastrous
marriage to build a new life for herself and
her little girl -- a peaceful existence now
jeopardized by vicious, small town politics,
by her daughter's fanciful ghost
stories...and by Ryan's return. Now nature's
impending fury threatens to expose long-
buried secrets. And Kara must join with the
enigmatic, misunderstood Ryan -- to discover
the truth that will save their families....
and to explore a dangerous, irresistible
love as mighty and enduring as the onrushing
river.
Never Sorry Hodder & Stoughton
Jessica Fletcher and a group of friends from Cabot
Cove take off for the British Isles and end up at a
castle in Scotland in this Murder, She Wrote
mystery... Scotland's most celebrated witch,
executed long ago with a pitchfork through her
heart, is said to haunt Inspector George
Sutherland's family castle in the village of Wick.
It's an intriguing tale and after a British book
tour, Jessica accepts Sutherland's invitation to
bring her Cabot Cove friends to the heather-covered
Highlands. Indeed, after "roamin' in the gloamin'"
with the handsome inspector, she spots a spectral
woman in white in the gloomy castle. But Jessica's
blood runs cold when she later finds a local lass
executed in the same way as the legendary witch.
Something is very vile in Wick. It's a case of
evil, greed, and murder that pits Jessica Fletcher
against a killer from this world—or maybe the next.
Crime and the Community Eden Press
A royal castle. A murder. Only one witness: a horse
Horse trainer by day, I.T. consultant by night,
Izzy Paterson is a classic nerd who’s better with
animals than humans. But when a body is found at
the feet of a prize stallion in the queen’s summer
castle in the Scottish Highlands, Izzy—and her new
friend Craig—are in the wrong place at the wrong
time, becoming suspects in the murder. In the race
to clear their names, Izzy has to employ all her
horse whispering and computer hacking skills. Can
she piece together the clues in time to stop the
mysterious killer from striking again? :: Readers
of Molly Fitz, T E Kinsey or H Y Hanna should enjoy
this entertaining Scottish story, the first book in
the Highland Horse Whisperer cozy mystery series.
Grab your copy of A Corpse at the Castle today, and
experience spring in the Scottish Highlands for
yourself! Keywords: feel good funny cozy mystery
series strong female lead protagonist Scottish
Highland pony traditional British small town
village clean & wholesome geek nerd computer hacker

ironic snarky riding dressage horse whisperer pet
psychic animals dog royal queen elizabeth balmoral
castle murder amateur women sleuths countryside
rural life humour friendship romantic happy
uplifting

Tannenbaum Hardpress Publishing
Steven Ashton, a billionaire from New York,
and Emily Grant, on the run from the law...
and when they meet he can't help falling for
her. What he doesn't know is that
interfering in her life will put his own
life in danger.Not What She Seems holds you
in suspense from the moment you begin down
the path of murder and romance.Synopsis:
When billionaire Steven Ashton couldn't
stand his high society social life anymore,
he left the stress of New York on a vacation
for his soul. The need to meet real down to
earth people led him to a small Nebraska
town he remembered visiting as a child. He
didn't want to lie about who he was, but he
couldn't exactly tell them the truth.Emily
could have easily fallen in love with
Steven, under different circumstances, but
her past was catching up with her and she
needed a new life. If the authorities found
out about her, she could lose the one thing
that meant everything, her four year old
son.Not What She Seems is approximately
67,000 words long.This book is a "sweet"
romantic suspense, appropriate for all ages.
Crime and the Community CreateSpace
Integrates sections on European gangs and
prison gangs. Emphasizing community and
neighborhood, this book weaves contemporary
research and policy findings around classic and
emerging theories of gangs. It is designed for
courses on gangs, delinquency, criminology,
violence, social problems, juvenile justice,
and criminal justice.

Never Buried Hodder & Stoughton
'You can't put it down . . . precise and
propulsive . . . a real page-turner' Janice
Forsyth Show, BBC Radio Scotland 'It's so
good it'll leave you wanting to change your
own life' Independent ****************** So
far in his life, Gabriel - selfish, arrogant
and happy to be so - has only ever thought
about two things: money and himself. When
he's diagnosed with a terminal brain tumour,
he doesn't see why anything should change.
But as the tumour grows, something strange
starts happening. Whether Gabriel likes it
or not, he's becoming . . . nicer. Kinder. A
better person. And then he meets Caitlin.
Before, he wouldn't even have glanced at
her; now he's entranced. But real change
takes time - and time is something Gabriel
just doesn't have. As each day brings him
closer to his last, has the one opportunity
for a second chance passed him by?
Dancing with the Ferryman Taylor & Francis
'Blackberry Crumble' is a long short story about a
haunted phone, a desperate café owner and her son,
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and a ruthless woman who will stop at nothing to get
what she wants. In spite of the mystery of the
mobile phone and the background of Linda's problems,
this story is much lighter than one of the scones
for which the Home Sweet Café is famous. At just
over 9,000 words it is a satisfying read.

Neighborhoods and Crime Penguin
Based on participant observation and
extended interviews, Foster (research
officer, London School of Economics) looks
at attitudes toward crime and law
enforcement in the (London) community, and
the relationship of those attitudes to the
culture in which they are expressed.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc.,
Portland, OR
Ryan's Return Cecilia Peartree
First in the USA-Today bestselling Leigh Koslow
Mystery Series! "A funny, fast-paced, clever,
and unusual mystery that will have readers
clamoring for more. Sheer delight." --Carolyn
Hart The truth about what happened in 1949 went
to Paul Fischer's grave... Too bad his body
didn't! Advertising copywriter Leigh Koslow
doesn't pack heat -- just a few extra pounds.
And she doesn't go looking for trouble. When
she moved into her cousin Cara's refurbished
Victorian house, she wasn't planning on
discovering a corpse -- certainly not one that
had been embalmed ten years before. But as
anyone in the small Pittsburgh borough of
Avalon could tell her, her cousin's house has a
history attached. A history dating back to two
mysterious deaths in the summer of 1949.
Someone wants Leigh and Cara out of the house
-- someone who has something to hide. But that
someone doesn't know Leigh's impetuous cousin,
and when Cara digs her heels in, Leigh looks to
her old college chum, local policewoman Maura
Polanski, for help. But the answers the trio
find only point to more questions. Were the
scandalous deaths of fifty years ago really an
accident and a suicide? Or were they murder?
The nearer the women get to the truth, the more
desperate someone becomes. Because some secrets
are better off kept. Especially when they hit
close to home! "A thoroughly delightful debut.
Bright, breezy, and witty. I couldn't put it
down." --Tamar Myers Originally published in
mass market paperback by NAL/Penguin, Putnam,
Inc. in 1999.
Hidden Steel Fog City Publishing, LLC
Frozen in Crime is the fifth novel in the
Pitkirtly mystery series. As Christmas
approaches, deep snow cloaks the little town of
Pitkirtly, an armed robbery takes place and
Jemima's husband Dave disappears. Amaryllis,
searching for adventure, wants to go on an epic
quest but Christopher, needless to say, isn't
at all happy about the prospect. They both find
themselves trekking through the snow anyway.
Meanwhile at the police station Charlie Smith
and his men, trapped at work by the weather,
celebrate Christmas in style with microwaved
sprouts and virtual crackers. Things can only
get worse as, under cover of snow and ice, two

desperate men make their evil plans.
Crime in the Community Stackhouse Press
Mary Kate Dupree has been spinning her wheels
for too long. Trapped in an abusive marriage to
an overbearing good ol’ boy, she finally
decides to break the cycle when she heads out
to pick up her husband's dry cleaning and
instead picks up a handsome hitchhiker. They
impulsively set off on a road trip of self-
discovery, peeling away layers of their dark
pasts en route to Niagara Falls, but once there
will they take the leap?

Not What She Seems Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
Christopher thinks he has his life under
control until the mysterious Amaryllis
arrives in the little town, spreading chaos
and confusion in her wake. Suddenly he isn't
sure about anything any more. Will he learn
to relax and go with the flow or will he try
desperately to remain in charge even in the
face of domestic upsets and strange things
happening all around him?
Crime in the Community Five Star Trade
The controller of a luxury cruise ship is
bludgeoned with a 10-pound dumbbell in the
fitness center. Alec DunBarton, a Scottish
bank auditor, comes to the rescue of
Flagship Cruise Line to examine the
controller's books. By means of song lyrics,
Alec is able to decipher clues and describe
his suspects.
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